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ABSTRACT: Single-molecule enzymology provides an
unprecedented level of detail about aspects of enzyme
mechanisms which have been very difficult to probe in
bulk. One such aspect is intramolecular electron transfer
(ET), which is a recurring theme in the research on
oxidoreductases containing multiple redox-active sites. We
measure the intramolecular ET rates between the copper
centers of the small laccase from Streptomyces coelicolor at
room temperature and pH 7.4, one molecule at a time,
during turnover. The forward and backward rates across
many molecules follow a log-normal distribution with
means of 460 and 85 s−1, respectively, corresponding to
activation energies of 347 and 390 meV for the forward
and backward rates. The driving force and the reorganiza-
tion energy amount to 0.043 and 1.5 eV, respectively. The
spread in rates corresponds to a spread of∼30 meV in the
activation energy. The second-order rate constant for
reduction of the T1 site amounts to 2.9 × 104 M−1 s−1.
The mean of the distribution of forward ET rates is higher
than the turnover rate from ensemble steady-state
measurements and, thus, is not rate limiting.

Efficient and controlled electron transfer (ET) is essential for
the proper course of metabolic processes like energy

conversion and storage. Traditionally, ET rates in proteins are
measured under single-turnover conditions using techniques like
pulse radiolysis or flash photolysis, and the results are sometimes
not in agreement with the results of steady-state kinetics
measurements.1 Study of enzyme kinetics at the single-molecule
(SM) level allows direct access to monitor real-time events under
steady-state conditions.2 SM techniques and the underlying
theoretical framework have evolved rapidlyand greatly advanced
our knowledge of enzyme mechanisms over the past decade.3

The redox kinetics of flavin-containing cholesterol oxidase4 and
pentaerythritol tetranitrate reductase,5 Cu-containing nitrite
reductases,6 and the conformational dynamics of dihydrofolate
reductase,7 for instance, have been studied profitably by SM
techniques. In this Communication, we report the first SM
measurements of the ET rate between the copper centers of a
multicopper oxidase (MCO), i.e., small laccase (SLAC) from
Streptomyces coelicolor.

MCOs catalyze the four-electron reduction of O2 to H2O
concomitant with oxidation of substrate molecules. Laccases
belong to the family of MCOs which have been commercialized
by industry owing to their ability to oxidize a wide variety of
substrates. Their enzymatic machinery consists of a type 1 (T1)

Cu which accepts reducing equivalents from substrate molecules
and transfers them across ∼13 Å via a conserved HisCysHis
motif to the Cu trinuclear cluster (TNC), where O2 is converted
to H2O.8 The TNC is traditionallyconsidered to be composed of
a binuclear type 3 (T3) Cu pair and a normal type 2 (T2) Cu. A
crucial step in the catalytic process is the transfer of an electron
from the T1 Cu to the TNC, one at a time, four times to
complete a turnover. Several reports exist in the literature
focusing on measuring the ET rates anaerobically using pulse
radiolysis and flash photolysis under single-turnover condi-
tions.1b,c,9 The pioneering studies of Farver, Pecht, et al., for
instance, greatly advanced our understanding of how the
electrons move and equilibrate between different redox centers
and their consequences on the enzyme mechanism. However,
close evaluation of these studies reveals that the measured ET
rates are sometimes an order of magnitude or more lower than
the turnover rates.1b,9a Although measurements under single-
turnover conditions can provide valuable information about the
enzyme mechanism, the observed intermediates are not
necessarily similar to the intermediates occurring during
steady-state turnover. Thus, there is a continuous demand for
new methods to measure the ET rates during turnover.

Recently, a new principle was introduced: fluorescence-based
detection of protein redox state(s) (FluRedox),10 which allows
monitoring the redox state changes of oxido-reductases during
turnover at a high temporal resolution and at the SM level.6 Not
only does this method allow the study of hidden aspects of
enzyme kinetics/ dynamics (which are often masked by the rate-
determining step in a bulkmeasurement), it also allows the study
of the heterogeneity in a population of molecules. We make use
of this principle to study the ET in SLAC.

SLAC is ahomotrimer in which each monomer consists of two
cupredoxin domains (Figure 1a), unlike the more common
MCOs, which are three- or six-domain monomeric proteins.11

However, it has a similar active-site morphologyconsisting ofT1
and TNC sites and catalyzes the same reaction as other MCOs. It
has been proposed that such trimeric proteins are evolutionary
precursors to ascorbate oxidase, the 3-domain laccases and the 6-
domain ceruloplasmin.12 Recently, it was shown that SLAC may
also differ from the common laccases in its mechanism of O2
reduction, wherein a redox-active tyrosine residue (Y108) may
have a participatory role.13 SLAC has been structurally
characterized11b,c,13b and, together with a recombinant ex-
pression system, provides excellent opportunities to study the
ET in this enzyme in great detail.
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To selectively label SLAC, K204C and R203C variants were
prepared which contain a surface-exposed cysteine available for
conjugation with thiol-reactive dyes and linkers.14 When
oxidized, the enzyme exhibits absorption bands at 330 and 590
nm, the latter characteristic of the T1 Cu site. The 590 nm
absorption overlaps with the emission of the Atto647N dye; thus,
when using SLAC labeled with this dye, the fluorescence of the
dye is quenched by means of Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) from the fluorophore to the T1 Cu chromophore. The
590 nm absorption band is absent when the enzyme is reduced,
in which case the fluorescence is recovered. Thus, the emission
from the enzyme−dye conjugate can serve as a highly sensitive
probe of the redox state of the T1 Cu. Such fluorescence
switching of the labeled variants was verified in bulk when the
enzyme was cycled between oxidized and reduced states (Figure
S3). Further experiments focused on the K204C variant. The
enzyme was conjugated with thiol-reactive biotin-PEG linkers to

make it suitable for surface immobilization.14 Acartoon depicting
the labeling strategy is shown in Figure 1a.

SLAC molecules must be immobilized on a transparent solid
support before any measurements can be made on a confocal
microscope. Anumber ofmethods are described in the literature
for immobilization ofproteins on a surface.15 It was an additional
interest for us to immobilize SLAC in a site-specific manner. To
achieve this, the glass coverslips were functionalized as shown in
Figure 1b.14 Briefly, clean coverslips were first functionalized
with 3-(2-aminoethyl)aminopropyl trimethoxysilane to create an
amine-terminated hydrophilic surface. This functionalized sur-
face was further treated with PEG linkers containing an amine-
reactive end (NHS ester) and a biotin or methoxy group at the
other terminus. It was demonstrated previously that the PEG
linkers minimize nonspecific adsorption of the protein on the
surface.16 The ratio of biotin-terminated PEG to methoxy-
terminated PEG on the surface was kept below0.1%. The SLAC

Figure 1. (a) K204C variant of SLAC conjugated with Atto647N-maleimide and biotin-PEG-maleimide. The conditions are chosen so that the dye-to-
protein labeling ratio does not exceed 5%to ensure most enzyme molecules carryonly one or no fluorescence label. T1 Cu is depicted in blue, TNC in
gray, and Cys204 in red. (b) Functionalization of glass coverslips with aminosilane and PEG linkers and immobilization of SLAC conjugates using the
NeutrAvidin-biotin interaction. (c) A 40 × 40 μm2 image taken under a confocal fluorescence microscope of the sample prepared in (b). The bright
spots are individual SLAC molecules. For details about conjugation, immobilization, and confocal setup, see Supporting Information.

Figure 2. (a) Typical binned time trace (1 ms bin time) ofa turningover single SLAC molecule. The molecule showsfluctuations between the high and
lowemission rates as the redoxstate ofT1 Cu changes,which can be seen more clearlyfrom asmall portion of the trace as shown in (b).The red trace in
(b) isbin-free and wasobtained from the changepoint analysis. (c) The dwell time (τon) distribution ofthe molecule in the on-state from the trace shown
in (a).The number of “on” intervals present in this trace amounted to 2767. The red line is the monoexponential fit to the normalized data with a decay
constant kon = 660 s−1. (d) Distribution of kon obtained from ∼720 molecules of SLAC. The green line is the fit corresponding to a log-normal
distribution with amean value of450 s−1.The measurements reported in panels (a)−(c) were made in 20 mM MOPSbuffer (pH 7.4) and at 20 °C with
DMPD and ascorbate concentrations of 5 and 10 mM, respectively. The data reported in panel (d) represent measurements that were performed at
concentrations of DMPD varying from 0.02 to 5 mM.
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conjugates prepared earlier were then tethered to the surface via
biotin-NeutrAvidin interactions (Figure 1b). This labeling and
immobilization strategyhelps ensure that the label/ linkers attach
to the protein at a specific site and minimize anyheterogeneity in
the sample preparation. Atypical confocal image of immobilized
SLAC molecules on a coverslip prepared by the above method is
shown in Figure 1c.

When the laser is focused on one of the molecules, the
variation in fluorescence count rate with time can be observed. In
the absence of substrate, the fluorescence intensity is low and,
apart from statistical noise, no fluorescence fluctuations are
observed, indicating that the enzyme is in a stable oxidized state
(Figure S4). In the presence of excess reductant under aerobic
conditions and with the TNC selectively inhibited by incubation
with cyanide, a high fluorescence intensity is observed and no
fluctuations are observed, either (Figure S4), indicating that the
T1 site is in a stably reduced state. The two experiments
demonstrate that ET between the excited label and the T1 Cu in
either the reduced or the oxidized form does not occur at a
measurable rate. However, under aerobic conditions and in the
presence of N,N-dimethyl-p-phenylenediamine (DMPD) as a
mediator and ascorbate as a substrate, the enzyme starts to turn
over, and discrete fluctuations in the emission count rates can be
observed.14 A typical measurement is shown in Figure 2a,b. We
ascribe these fluctuations to ET from the T1 Cu to the TNC
(high to lowfluorescence) and from the substrate or the TNC to
the T1 Cu (low to high fluorescence).

Data were collected in a photon-by-photon manner. Since
only the arrival times are recorded, it is common to bin the data
to visualize the count rate fluctuations. Such binning generally
limits the time resolution of the experimental analysis. Thus, we
made use of a bin-free method, a so-called changepoint analysis,
which utilizes Bayesian statistics to analyze the raw data and to
determine the time points when the molecule switches from one
state to another.17 It is evident from Figure 2b that the red trace
obtained by such an analysis overlaps well with the binned trace.
Thereafter, the dwell times in the on-state were binned, and a
histogram of these dwell times was obtained (Figure 2c).14 As
can be seen from the fit in Figure 2c, the distribution of dwell
times in the on-state follows a single-exponential decay and
directly provides a rate constant (∼660 s−1 in this example)
which we equate to the rate of ET from T1 to TNC, denoted by
kT1→ TNC ≡ kon.

3b We measured time trajectories of ∼720
molecules where the DMPD concentration was varied between
0.02 and 5 mM and obtained ET rate constants in the manner
discussed above. It appears that the logarithm of the rate
constants can be well fitted by a Gaussian distribution (Figure
S6). Thus, the rate constants follow a log-normal distribution
with an arithmeticmean ofkT1→ TNC = 460 s−1, correspondingto a
normal distribution of activation energies.18 The distribution of
ET rates appears quite broad and demonstrates the hetero-
geneity that exists from one molecule to another (vide infra).
While in bulk experiments the catalytic reaction rate depends on
substrate concentration, it is gratifying to note that the kon
distributions are concentration independent (Figure S7a,b),
which confirms that we are dealing with an intramolecular
process.

In a similar way, the off-times were analyzed. Since theyappear
dependent on the DMPD concentration, they could not be
combined into a single data set for analysis as had been done for
the on-time analysis (see above). The data sets obtained at 50
μM and 5 mM DMPD were large enough to allow a preliminary
analysis, which resulted in kTNC→ T1 = 85 s−1 and a second-order

rate constant ks = 2.9 × 104 M−1 s−1.14 From the ratio of the two
internal ET rate constants and associated variances, a driving
force of 43 meVcan be derived. The bimolecular rate constant is
smaller than the rate constant measured in the bulk (1.3 × 105

M−1 s−1; Figure S2). We ascribe the difference to how the
enzyme is present: free in solution vs labeled and immobilized on
a solid support.

Anumber of features are worth pointing out. First, the waiting
time distributions can be fit by monoexponential decays (see
Figure 2c, for example). Apparently, on the time scale of the
experiment (0.5−120 s), the distribution ofET rates (Figure 2d)
is static. Second, since four ET steps are needed to complete the
enzyme cycle, the differences between the k’s for the different
steps must be small (<20% of the mean). This is in line with
relatively small changes in driving force for the T1−TNC ET
step as the TNC fills up with electrons.19 Third, the internal ET
rate is larger than the turnover rate measured under substrate
saturatingconditions in the bulk (Figure S2).Thismeans that the
frequent transitions between on- and off-states that we observe
are due, in large measure, to jumps of electrons back and forth
between the TNC and the T1 site. Moreover, since no long on-
times� of the duration of the enzyme turnover time� were
observed, a long-lived four-electron-reduced state is not part,
apparently, of the enzyme cycle. It is conceivable that, after
loading the TNC with two or three electrons, charge
compensation is necessary through the uptake of protons and/
or through dehydroxylation involving a rearrangement of the
water and H-bonding network around the TNC before any
further electrons can enter the T1 site. Another possibility is that
a reversible conformational change temporarily switches off the
T1 site, as suggested for the homologous Cu-containing nitrite
reductase.20 A more extensive exploration of this finding must
await further experiments.

The distribution in rates may be connected with intrinsic and
extrinsic causes. Enzyme immobilization on solid surfaces may
lead to (partial) loss of activity. In the present study, we
investigate only enzyme molecules that were still active after
immobilization. The distribution of forward ET rates in Figure
2d is ascribed, thus, to intrinsic causes and is related to the
thermodynamics of the catalytic process. In view of the average
distance between the T1 Cu and the TNC (∼13 Å) and the
distance dependence of the electronic coupling (HDA) between
the donor (T1 Cu) and the acceptor (TNC) (HDA= k0 exp{−β(r
− r0)}), we can calculate (with β= 1 Å−1) an activationless (ΔG0

= −λ) ET rate constant k0 = 3.7 × 108 s−1.14 Using semiclassical
Marcus theory and mean and variance of the kon distribution
obtained from Figure 2d, an estimate of 0.347 eV for the
activation energy (ΔG�) can be calculated. Using a value of 43
meVfor the driving force, a value for the reorganization energyλ
= 1.5 eV is obtained which is in line with the reorganization
energy of other metalloenzymes including laccases.1a,14,21 The
spread in the activation energy, corresponding to the kon
distribution, amounts to ±28 meV, which would be equivalent
to a spread in the driving force of ±56 meV or a spread in λ of
±110 meV.

Asimilar analysis can be performed for the back ET rates. The
rates obtained at [DMPD] = 50μM can be used for this purpose
since the contribution of the bimolecular reaction to the
observed rates is negligibly small in this case.14 We find an
activation energy of 390 meV with a spread of ±25 meV, which
leads to a value for the reorganization energy of λ = 1.5 eV. As
expected, the spread in activation energies for the forward and
backward ET is the same within the experimental uncertainty.
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Gray and Winkler argued that, with the available experimental
and theoretical methods, it is difficult to obtain values of λ to a
precision that is better than ±100 meV.21a It is surprising to
realize that such a small uncertainty is compatible with the
distribution in ET rates that is observed in the present SM
measurements. Thus, the distribution that initially appears quite
broad relates to a rather narrowdistribution ofΔG� (±28 meV).
Asimilar observation was reported earlier for copper proteins.22

In pulse radiolysis experiments on SLAC, it was reported that
the ET rate increases as the TNC acquires electrons, one at a
time.9b Moreover, the smallest and the largest ET rates that could
be measured in those experiments amounted to∼15 and 186 s−1,
respectively. However, within the time resolution of the current
measurements, we do not observe such a variation ofET rates, as
the dwell time distribution fits to a single exponential (vide
supra). Moreover, in the ensemble steady-state measurements at
pH 6, enzymatic rates in excess of 300 s−1 were measured, which
is faster than the ET rate that could be obtained from the pulse
radiolysis experiments.13b It has been shown for ascorbate
oxidase that the presence of oxygen enhances the ET rate by
structural perturbation of the TNC.1b,c Very recently, it was
demonstrated with stopped-flow measurements on Rhus
vernicifera laccase that the so-called native intermediate (or
freshly cycled enzyme) is capable of transferring electrons (from
T1Cu to TNC) at amuch higher rate than the restingenzyme.21c

Although the “cycled” form of SLAC was used in the pulse
radiolysis experiments, the experimental setup maynot allowthe
experiment to proceed quickly enough so as to prevent the
(partial) decay of the native intermediate to the resting form of
SLAC. This might explain the difference between the previous
and the current experiments. Nevertheless, the above points
clearly emphasize the fact that a more reliable way to measure
such a rate would be to do it during the enzyme turnover.

We are in the process of performing more experiments to
analyze the correlation with the bulkmeasurements.The method
reported here may be applicable to study ET in virtually any
redox enzyme with a suitable fluorophore, provided that the
enzyme exhibits distinctly different absorption spectra in the
reduced and oxidized states.
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